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By Jack Conway

iUniverse. Paperback. Condition: New. 170 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.4in.Written after 911,
police officer and poet J. B. Conways first collection of poetry is an impressive display of thought
and emotion. Themes of loss, despair, and the rigors of modern civilization are offset by images of
love, joy, and Nature. The themes, like the juxtaposed words themselves, portray a loss of
innocence, while still giving hope through the eternal constant of love. From the title poem, a
musing on the loss of Kurt Cobain, to Cracked Prodigy Mask, Conways rare position as both law
officer and poet allows him to see society through a different Generation-X perception. His
embattled poems have Nature fighting society, technology versus innocence in a way that is both
happy yet disturbing. In Crime Scene Lyrics, Conway begins what is hoped to be a long writing
career. A. K. Stanfield- author of Deep Orange and Zen Smoking. This item ships from multiple
locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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It in one of the most popular publication. We have read through and that i am sure that i will likely to study again once more later on. I am just delighted to
tell you that this is actually the finest publication we have read through in my individual existence and might be he best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II--  Mr . Cloyd Schm idt II

This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Mor issette II--  Reese Mor issette II
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